CASE STUDY

Butlin’s
United Kingdom

Project
As one of the UK’s largest leisure companies operating in the UK, Butlin’s wanted Sherwin-Williams to specify a ﬂoor
ﬁnish for its kitchen and front of house serving area.
Butlin’s wanted to ﬁnd an alternative to traditional systems that would perform against the day to day usage of the
kitchen. Separately, the serving area required a product that had more decorative features, without compromising its
anti-slip properties.
Substrate: Concrete.
Requirements: To provide an alternative for the kitchen area and separately the serving area.
Speciﬁcations: Meeting all relevant environmental and health and safety regulations.
Client: Butlin’s.
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System
For the kitchen areas, the chosen system speciﬁed was Resuthane™ CB in a Garnet colour - part of its Cristalbright
colour range - for its long life expectancy and its anti-slip properties.
Other features that prove important are its thermal shock properties which are able to cope with the day-to-day
running of high temperature ovens and cookers along with the hot liquids that could be potentially spilt on to the
ﬂoor surface.
Resuthane™ CB gives a textured matt ﬁnish on application, making it ideal for environments requiring high levels of
slip resistance.
Upon inspection, the system speciﬁed for the serving areas was ResuscreedTM Quartz in a bespoke Carmine bright
red to match its red coat corporate colour. This made it an ideal choice as it is a very hard-wearing system that has
excellent slip resistance. ResuscreedTM Quartz also has an attractive aesthetic look, making the environment bright
and appealing.
The results were two ﬂoor areas that would stand the test of time and ﬁt the client brief perfectly.

The Sherwin-Williams Difference
By putting our customers ﬁrst, we know that the innovation, imagination, research and development we put into
each and every product will be worth it. You are at the centre of our thinking wherever we operate around the world
across ﬁve continents whether it is advice, speciﬁcation or on-site inspection. You are the reason we exist. This is the
Sherwin-Williams difference.
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